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Abstract

A Radio Environment Map (REM) maps its geolocation information to the propagation
characteristics as complementary information for an adaptive communication of cognitive
radio (CR). In this paper we propose a novel theoretical three dimension (3D) Multiple
Input Multiple Output (MIMO) channel model. The proposed model parameterizes the
geolocation information of interacting obstacles referred as scatterers. An efficient
response distribution function (ERDF) is developed to interpolate the array response for
an arbitrary scatterer location. It is shown that the mutual information of the proposed
model is consistent with a conventional geometry-based model with the lower simulation
time. It allows us to generate channels with all possible scatterer distribution on the
surface of a building effectively.
Keywords: channel model; Radio Environment Map (REM), MIMO, scatterer, Efficient
Response Distribution Function (ERDF)

1. Introduction
A cognitive radio (CR) should be able to sense its surrounding environment and adapt
to changing operating states in real-time [1-2]. As an integrated database for CRs, the
radio environment map (REM) [3] has been widely studied recently. In order to support
CR functionalities, the REM provides multi-domain environmental information and prior
knowledge, such as geographical features, regulation, policy, radio equipment capability
profile, and radio frequency (RF) emissions. Recent researches on REM pay much
attention to cognitive radio network (CRN), whereas relative little works are done on the
propagation channel among CR nodes [4-5]. Propagation channel characteristics are
significant to make CRs an adaptive communication strategy. More information on the
propagation channel characteristics are needed for the REM to better realize the CR
capabilities. It is indispensable to develop an accurate and REM-friendly 3D MIMO
channel model that have a more complete description of channel characteristics [6].
A comprehensive overview of the propagation models for CR design is given in [7]. It
provides the key characteristics of wireless channel models to be used in the CR design.
These key characteristics include path-loss, small-scale fading, delay spread, Doppler
spread, angle spread, and they are hugely correlated [8, 9]. Conventional MIMO systems
can be categorized two main types: physical models and analytical models [10]. We focus
on the physical models because they are more accurate and have a wide spectrum for
application. The geometry-based model is a kind of physical model that takes the
geometry of a channel into account [11-12]. The double directional channel is a classical
geometry-based model, where each path is described by parameters, such as the
propagation delay, direction of arrival (DOA) and direction of departure (DOD) [13]. To
develop the double directional channel model, a comprehensive model with a
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considerable number of parameters embracing the complete characterization in the time
domain has been developed [14-16]. However, the models have to be refined if ultra
wideband channels are used [17]. The equivalent frequency domain representation of the
double directional channel model is given in [18]. In addition, the antenna response
modeling is crucial in the geometry-based channel model, such as the angular domain
representation, the effective aperture distribution function (EADF) [19], and the discrete
vector spherical Fourier transform (DVSFT)-based model. The EADF is usually utilized
to model a geometry-based channel due to its accuracy and low complexity (e.g. [20-22]).
However, the aforementioned MIMO channel models are not suitable for REM, as it
requires evaluating CR performances under various propagation scenarios. In this paper
REM processes the comprehensive information stored to produce a large amount of
testing scenarios similar to CR environment, as a virtual “radio environment generator”
[23]. There are two aspects required for conventional MIMO channel models to be
ameliorated for REM. First, the information contained in REM depends on the geographic
location. It is worthy to follow this feature in propagation modeling. REM graphical user
interface (GUI) and communication devices are two potential types of REM users. Both
of them can query the database of REM according to their geolocation in terms of latitude
and longitude. Second, it is critical to merge faithful propagation models into REM
without increasing the computational complexity because REM must supply current
information in time. These are the two problems we try to address here to enhance the
conventional MIMO channel models for REM.
Scatterers do not always disperse in the horizontal plane since they can be on the
vertical plane when the transmitter (Tx) and the receiver (Rx) antenna arrays are located
closely and are lower than the buildings [24]. Therefore, a 3D MIMO channel model is
proposed here for REM. A comprehensive presentation of 3D channel modeling is given
in [25]. A complete overview on the evolution of 3D channel modeling from theory to
standardization can be found in [26] that illustrates a comparison among the frequently
used models. A detailed overview on geometrically-based MIMO channel modeling with
3D channel models extension based on 2D channel models is also available in [11]. In this
paper, we extend the double directional channel model in [13-16], where scatterers are
disperse in the horizontal plane by using 3D spatial position of scatterers to describe
MIMO channel characteristics in CR environment.
The contributions and novelties of this paper are summarized as follows:
1)
We propose a novel theoretical 3D MIMO channel model from a scatterer view
point, since the locations and coefficients of scatterers essentially determine the DOA,
DOD and delay as well as the propagation channel characteristics. We choose the
locations of scatterers and the scattering coefficients as parameters to describe a dynamic
3D radio environment. It has then be used to map the REM’s geolocation information to
the propagation characteristics. This will give us the capability to generate channels with
all possible scatterers distribution on the surface of buildings.
2)
We introduce an effective response distribution function (ERDF) to provide a
continuous description of the relationship between scatterers and the channel impulse
response. The ERDF can achieve high data compression since all antenna or array
responses are concentrated in the transformed domain. We can then model the antenna or
array response via an effective interpolation for arbitrary scatterer position. This
information is used for the Cramer-Rao lower Bound (CRB) analysis of antenna array
[27] and gradient-based parameter estimation techniques [18].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a brief review
of the conventional geometry-based MIMO channel modeling approach. Section III
discusses the basic geometric relationship between scatterers locations and the channel
impulse responses and introduces the ERDF to improve representation of the relationship
established. Section IV illustrates the reconstruction error of ERDF and compares the
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mutual information (MI) of the proposed model with that of the conventional radio
channel model. Section V concludes the paper.

2. A Brief Review of Conventional MIMO Channel Modeling
A MIMO channel can be modeled either as double-directional channels or as radio
channels between the location rT of the Tx and the location rR of the Rx. Regardless of
polarization, impulse response of the double directional channel is a scalar sum of all
individual multipath components (MPCs) independent of antenna number, type and
configuration as well as system bandwidth. The delay spread, angle spread effects of
time-variant channel is thus described by [13]
h  rT , rR , t, , R , T    p    p     R   R , p    T  T , p 
P

p 1

(1)
 p  p R, p
T , p
where
, ,
and
denote the complex amplitude, delay, DOD and DOA of
p
the -th MPC, respectively, and p is the number of MPCs. All parameters
rT , rR , p , p , R, p , T , p , P  in the above model may be functions of time for a dynamic
propagation channel.
A MIMO channel consists of M R  M T channels of all received and transmitted
antenna pairs, where M R and M T are the number of received and transmitted antennas,
respectively. The radio channel incorporates the effects of antenna pattern and array
configuration into the double directional impulse response given by [14-15]
H  t ,    p    p  a R   R , p  aTH  T , p 
P

p 1

(2)

a   
a   
where R R , p
and T T , p
represent the array response vectors on
transmitted and received sides, respectively. It can be decomposed into a steering vector
a struct   
b 
and a complex electric field pattern   as
a   p   b   p   astruct   p 
(3)
a struct   p 
The steering vector
is related to the antenna architectures. For example, the
receive array response vectors for a uniform linear array (ULA), having element spacing
d r , is given by
M R 1

M T 1

a R,ULA   p   1, e j 2 dr

 cos  sin  

,

, e j 2  M R 1dr

 cos   sin  

 p   , 




where  and  are the azimuth and elevation angles and
. The complex
b  , 
electric field pattern 
can be interpolated by EADF, sampled at arbitrary  and
 , given by [19]
b  ,   d Hb1    G  db 2  
where

db1    e

j μ1



L1 1

,

db 2    e

jμ2



(4)

(5)

L2 1

μ1  
  L1  1 2,   L1  3 2,

and
,  L1  1 2 
T

L1 1

,

L2 1
μ2  
  L2  1 2,   L2  3 2, ,  L2  1 2 
L1  L2
The parameters L1 and L2 define the size of EADF matrix G 
.
T
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In order to investigate the wideband channel, the equivalent frequency domain
representation of (2) is given by [28]
P

H  t , f    p e

 j 2 f  p

p 1

a R   R , p  aTH  T , p 

(6)

Equation (6) is sampled in both time and frequency domains. The equal interval in the
frequency domain f 0 and in the temporal domain t0 sampling generates a set of
H  m f  f 0 , mt  t0  

M f  Mt

and

matrices
mt    M t  1 2,

,   M t  1 2





M R MT

where
. Let

s  t   s   M f  1 2   t0 , s  mt  t0  ,


m f    M f  1 2,





, s  M f  1 2   t0  


  M f  1 2

M f M t M R MT 1

(7)

where
s  mt  t0   z1,1 ,

and



, z M R ,1 , z1,MT ,

z ij   H   M f  1 2   f 0




i, j

,

T

, z M R ,MT  



M f M R MT 1

(8)

, H   M f  1 2  f0



i, j




(9)

z ij

The vector
contains the frequency domain samples for a channel between the j -th
transmitted antenna and i -th received antenna. Each snapshot, a temporal domain sample
z
can be seen as a time-invariant channel. The vector ij can be generalized by a modular
expression with tensor products [18]
s  θ, t   BT B R B f  α
(10)
B f BT
where the elementary functions
,
and B R describe the effects of delay spread (  ),
angle spread in Tx (DOD) and in Rx (DOA), respectively.

Figure 1. Principle of Conventional Radio Channel Model
Figure 1 shows the link between the double-directional model and radio channel in
modeling principle. Both conventional models above describe the propagation processes
from a terminal perspective, that is, the ends of path catch more attention instead of
propagation geometry environment. Although these models describe the ends section of
propagation well, they cannot reflect the geolocation information of the specific
environments affects the propagation directly.
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3. Proposed 3D MIMO Channel Model from A Scatterer View
The propagation of electromagnetic (EM) waves is modeled as ray-like paths which
link the Tx and Rx. The locality where the path interacts with a physical obstacle, such as
a reflection, a scattering or a diffraction, are marked by a point-like interacting obstacle
(IO) referred as scatterers [28]. Let us consider a wideband MIMO system with scatterers
placed on buildings surface in a 3D space as illustrated in Figure 2(a). The location of
scatterers determines the delay, azimuth and elevation of MPCs, and the geometric
relationship among them can be established. In older to get a consistent way to describe
the environment, the line of sight (LOS) propagation is also seen as a scatterer at the
middle of the path. Here, we work on mapping the geolocation information of scatterers
to channel impulse response.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Basic Geometric Description of (a) a 3D MIMO Channel with
Scatterers on the Surface of the Buildings (b) a Specific Single sCatterer
(circle) with Three Cartesian Coordinate Systems (GCS, ACS1, ACS2)
3.1. General Description with Scatterers’ Locations
To understand the MIMO system as well as the computations required, three Cartesian
coordinate systems are employed as shown in Figure 2(b) The global coordinate system
(GCS) allows all scatterers, obstacles, and antenna arrays positioning. The two array
coordinate systems (ACS1 and ACS2) are used to describe the positions of single
elements constituting the antenna array of transmitter and receiver respectively. A singlescatterer is set in the arbitrary 3D space as an example, and the directions of propagation
rays are represented by the arrowed lines.
In GCS, the coordinates of locations of all I scatterers are represented in the collection
GCS
χ
  xiGCS , yGCS
,zGCS
 i  1,...,I and the scatterer position vector is defined as
i
i





T

riGCS   xiGCS , yiGCS , ziGCS 
. The location of the Tx and Rx array is defined as
rTGCS   xTGCS , yTGCS , zTGCS 

T

and

rRGCS   xRGCS , yRGCS , zRGCS 

T

respectively. The initial
OT  aTGCS , bTGCS , cTGCS 
positions of the center of transmitter array:
and receiver array:
GCS
GCS
GCS
OR  aR , bR , cR 
are assumed to be constant and known.
The signal over a single path with an electrical length of li at the wideband result in
different phase shifts among the frequency points. To express the frequency dependence
of phase shifts, we define a vector-valued function
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al  riGCS   e

where the distance

li



riGCS

 r

GCS
i

r

GCS
T



GCS
i

r



 j 2  f  fc li riGCS

c
(11)

r

GCS
R

is defined with respect to the

f     M f  1 2, ,  M f  1 2  f 0
centers of arrays, and the vector
is the sampling

frequency bins. The operator
denotes the Euclidean norm, and c is the speed of light.
GCS
a p  ri 
M
is sampled with the equidistant sampling interval f 0 at f frequency points.
Since our model considers the effects of antenna array, it is crucial to describe array
response vectors for the common antenna array configurations in the ACS, such as the
uniform linear array (ULA) and the uniform circular array (UCA). Here we use ULA as
an example and the results can be extended to other types of array.
T

Figure 3. The Coordinate System for a ULA in Tx (ACS1) and an Impinging
Planar Wavefront
The structure of the antenna array is described in the ACS as shown in Figure 3. Let
χ
 xiACS1 , yiACS1 , ziACS1 i  1,...,I
collect the location coordinates of all scatterers and
ACS 1

riACS1   xiACS1 , yiACS1 , ziACS1 

T

the vector
stands for the direction from the center of array to
the i -th scatterer. The position vector of m -th antenna in ACS1 becomes
  M R  2m  1

d mACS1  0,
 d r ,0 , m  1,...,M R
2


(12)
where M R denotes the number of antennas in Rx, and d r is the antenna spacing. The
wave path difference of antennas in reference to the center of array is computed as
i ,m  dmACS1  riACS1
(13)
ACS 1
ACS 1
ACS 1
r
 ri
/ ri
where i
is the normalization direction vector.
a  riACS1 
The array response vectors
can then be decomposed as follows
ACS 1
a  ri   aULA  riACS1   b  riACS1 
(14)
where the steering vector is defined by
aULA  riACS1   e
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 j 2 i ,1 

,e

 j 2 i ,m 

,

,e

 j 2 i ,M R 

T

 


M R 1

(15)
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b  riACS1 
a  riACS 2 
and antenna beam pattern
is a scalar. The array response vectors
of the
receiver array can also be described in the same way. Note that the DOA toward the array
ACS 1
is the opposite direction of departure ri
given by
T

riACS 2    xiACS 2 , yiACS 2 , ziACS 2 
(16)
Since the coordinates of scatterers in GCS are chosen as the parameters of the proposed
model and the coordinates parameters of the proposed model are not suitable for the
traditionally beam pattern, we need to perform the transformation
rGCS  r ACS  Ω   , 
. The homogeneous coordinates [28] is employed here to
perform the transformation from GCS to ACS.
In order to define the position of one coordinate system inside another, there are at
least six independent parameters to describe the orientation and translation of an

orthonormal basis in 3D space, namely, three rotation angles:  x , y ,  z and three
translation coordinates: x , y , z . For instance, Figure 2(b) illustrates the transformation

of the GCS to the ACS: the translation can be calculated as the addition of the translation
T

TGCS   xGCS , yGCS , z GCS 
vector
; the orientation of ACS is rotated for the three rotation
GCS
GCS
 GCS
angles x , y and z
around the x-, y- and z-axis in respect to the GCS

r GCS   xGCS , yGCS , z GCS 
respectively. Let
r

ACS

  x

ACS

,y

ACS

,z

ACS

T

be a point to be transformed and

T


the same point after the transformation in Cartesian coordinates

r GCS   xGCS , yGCS , z GCS ,1
system. Correspondingly, hom 

is the original point and

T

,1
is the transformed point in homogeneous coordinates system.
The transformations can be expressed as
ACS
GCS
rhom
 Q  rhom
(17)
ACS
hom

r

  x

T

where

ACS

,y

ACS

,z

ACS

Q  Trans  TGCS   Rot z zGCS   Rot y  yGCS   Rot x xGCS 

(18)

and
1

0
Trans  TGCS   
0

0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

xGCS 

y GCS 
z GCS 

1 

0
0
1

GCS
GCS
0 cos x   sin x 
GCS
Rot x x   
GCS
GCS
0 sin x  cos  x 

0
0
0
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 cos  yGCS 

0

GCS
Rot y  y   
GCS
  sin  y 

0


0 sin  yGCS  0 

1
0
0

0 cos  yGCS  0 

0
0
1

cos    sin  

 sin  GCS
cos zGCS 
Rot z zGCS     z 
0
0


0
0

GCS
z

GCS
z

(21)

0 0

0 0

1 0

0 1

(22)
Hence, the homogeneous coordinates combine all the transformations of three rotation
Rot x xGCS  Rot y  yGCS 
Rot z zGCS 
matrixes:
,
and
as well as a translation matrix
GCS
Trans  T 
into one 4-by-4 matrix Q .
GCS
The coordinates of scatterers in GCS ( i.e. χ ) are chosen as the input parameters,
and the corresponding coordinates in ACS1 and ACS2 can be transformed with the help
of homogeneous coordinate, that is
ACS 1
ACS 1
GCS
rhom,i
 QGCS
 rhom,i
(23)
and
ACS 2
ACS 2
GCS
rhom,i
 QGCS
 rhom,i
(24)
ACS 1
ACS 2
where QGCS and QGCS denote the transformations of GCS to ACS1 and ACS2,
ACS 1
ACS 2
respectively. ri
and ri
can then be obtained from the front three coordinates of
ACS 1
ACS 2
rhom,i
r
and hom,i .
The antenna beam pattern can now be described with the locations of scatterers. The
beam pattern is stored as a matrix with respect to the azimuth and elevation. In order to
utilize the data of the beam pattern matrix, the azimuth  and elevation  of each
r GCS
k ,k ,k
scatterers  x y z  need to be calculated as


r ACS  Q ACS  r GCS
GCS
hom,i
 hom,i

ACS
ACS
  atan2  y , x 

  atan 2  z ACS ,  y ACS 2   x ACS 2 






(25)
where the superscript ACS can be substituted for ACS1 and ACS2 to calculate the DOD
and DOA respectively.
b  r GCS 
Using the EADF, the
can be obtained by putting the calculated azimuth 
and elevation  into (5). For I single-scatterers in the propagation environment, the
wideband MIMO radio channel model can be expressed in the following form
I

s
χ

 i  aTX  riACS1   a Rx  riACS 2   al  riGCS 




i 1

ACS 1
ACS 1
GCS
rhom,i  QGCS  rhom,i
 ACS 2
ACS 2
GCS
rhom,i  QGCS  rhom,i
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where the extended collection

χ

 x

GCS
i

, yGCS
,zGCS
,  i  i 1,..., I
i
i

 contains all the

parameters of the proposed model. The complex scattering coefficient  i describes the
effects such as loss on the interaction points, which can be considered as frequency
independent.
3.2. The Proposed Model with Effective Response Distribution Function
The transformations in (26) lead to a model with a high computational complexity and
it is difficult to analyze its derivatives with respect to the parameters for applications, such
as gradient based parameter estimation techniques. To address this problem, we introduce
an efficient representation of the array response with respect to the 3D Cartesian
coordinates, which we refer to as the Effective Response Distribution Function (ERDF).
The ERDF provides an efficient interpolation method so that the model could have a
continuous description of the antenna array response. According to (26), the model can be
rewritten as







ACS 1
ACS 2
s  χ     i  aULA
  aULA
  bTx riACS1   bRx riACS 2   al riGCS 
Tx  ri
Rx  ri
I

i 1




where part I refers to the antenna response (ANR) defined by
bant  riGCS   bant  riACS1 , riACS 2   bTx  riACS1   bRx  riACS 2 

(27)
(28)

and part II refers to the antenna array response (AAR) defined by
ACS 1
ACS 2
barray  riGCS   barray  riACS1 , riACS 2   aULA
  aULA
 bTx riACS1  bRx riACS 2 
Tx  ri
Rx  ri
(29)

Figure 4. Diagram of the AAR and ANR Calculation
Figure 4 shows the detailed procedure for the AAR and ANR calculations. The data
shown in the box and the processes are represented with arrows marked by the equation
b  r GCS 
number. Note that the scalar ANR ant i
ignores the effects of the antenna
architectures whereas the vector AAR
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barray  riGCS   b1,1  riGCS 

bMT ,MR  riGCS 

T

(30)
collects the different ANRs between the MIMO channels of all received and transmitted
antenna pairs.
Both ANR and AAR are represented by the ERDF to resolve the issues of (26). The
idea of ERDF is to compress the data of the responses at all 3D sampling grid as
preprocessing and then to model the responses as an interpolation. This approach is
basically similar to the EADF [19]. The difference is that the EADF is an alternative
expression of antenna beam pattern for an arbitrary direction in azimuth and elevation,
whereas the ERDF is an efficient way to calculate the response for an arbitrary scattering
position in 3D Cartesian coordinates. In other words, ERDF directly maps continuous
GCS
location r
to the ANR or AAR.
We propose two models based on the ERDF of AAR and ANR respectively. Let GCS
represent the 3D space with the origin of coordinates centering the space. It range from
lx to lx along the x-axis, l y to l y along the y-axis, and from lz to lz along the zaxis. Besides the chosen cube range, ERDF can be applied in arbitrary ranges of

scenarios. Let  x , y and  z be the sampling interval for the coordinates of x , y and z ,
M
respectively. There are M x , y and M z sampling numbers in the three axes and M 3D
sampling points in the grid of 3D space, where

r GCS
k ,k ,k
. Let  x y z  denote
kx    M x  1 2,...,  M x  1 2
,

M 3D  M x  M y  M z

the
3D
sampling
points,
where
k y    M y  1 2,...,  M y  1 2
k    M z  1 2,...,  M z  1 2
and z
.

3.2.1. Model I: The spatial domain sampling of (28) at M 3D points yield a set of M 3D
ANRs



bant rGCS
kx ,k y ,kz 

 . Collecting the computed complex values b r

GCS
kx ,k y ,kz

ant

distribution can be expressed in the tensor form as Bant 



Bant  k x , k y , k z   bant r

GCS
kx , k y , kz





 , the ANRs

M x M y M z

 .The

, where

tensor B ant can be transformed via a three
Transform (3D DFT). The resulting function

dimensional Discrete Fourier
M M M
R ant  x y z represents the ERDF of ANR. The elements of the transformed tensor
R ant can be obtained by
R ant  u, v, w  vec  Bant    e z  u   e y  v   e x  w 
T

e  v   e jvY e z  w  e jwZ
e u e
where x  
, y
,
2
T
X
  lx , , lx  m x , , lx  , m  0,...,M x  1
M x x
T
2
Y
  l y , , l y  m y , , l y  , m  0,...,M y  1
M y y

(31)

 ju  X

Z

2
  lz ,
M z z

, lz ,  m z ,

, lx  , m  0,...,M z  1
T

u    M x  1 2,...,  M x  1 2 v    M y  1 2,...,  M y  1 2
and
,
,
v    M z  1 2,...,  M z  1 2
denotes the sampling points of transformed space.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Representations of (a) the Absolute Values of the ANR at the
Spatial Sampling Points and (b) the Corresponding ERDF Containing
Approximately 300 values
Figure 5(a) shows the ANR tensor B ant of a 100 100  40 space. Figure 5(b) displays
the absolute values of the corresponding transformed tensor R ant . The equivalent ANRERDF only needs approximately M e1  300 effective values to calculate the ANR which
accounts for 99\% of energy in transformed domain. This transformation allows the
energy to concentrate on the ERDF and achieve a high data compression. This also
reduces the amount of computations and storage to describe ANR of scatterers. The
GCS
antenna for an arbitrary scatterers ri
can then be modeled as



bant  riGCS   vec  R ant   ew  xGCS   ev  y GCS   eu  z GCS 
T

where

eu  x   e

 jxU

,

ev  y   e

 jyV

2
M x x
2
V
M y y
U

,

ew  z   e



(32)

 jzW

and

 
  M x  1 2,...,  M x  1 2

T

    M y  1 2,...,  M y  1 2 

T

T
2
 
 M z  1 2,...,  M z  1 2

M z z
Taking advantage of the sparse tensor R ant , we can calculate the ANR with the nonzero

W

concentration in the ERDF
Me

bant  riGCS    vme  as me ,1  xGCS   bs me ,2  y GCS   cs  me ,3  z GCS 
me

(33)

s m ,k
denote the me -th nonzero of ERDF, the subscript  e  stands for the k -th
subscript of the me -th nonzero in the tensor R ant and the operators

where

vme

as me ,1  xGCS   e

 jxus me ,1

bs me ,2  y GCS   e

 jyvs m ,2
e

cs me ,3  z GCS   e

 jzws me ,3

,
,
.
For notational convenience, we drop the superscript GCS of the coordinates. Using an
effective calculation for ANR in the MIMO channel model, (27) yields the improved
representation given by
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M
I


 e
ACS 1
ULA
ACS 2
s  χ     i aULA
r

a
r

 Rx  i   vme asme ,1  x  bsme ,2  y  csme ,3  z   al ri 
Tx  i
i 1
 me



(34)
ACS 1
ULA
ACS 2
aULA
r

a
r
  Rx  i  describes the influence of antenna array structure. It is
where Tx i
separated from the influence of propagation, and model I can alter the antenna array
structure conveniently.

 can also be calculated at
b  r

the spatial sampling grid. The element of the AAR vector
stands for the
3.2.1. Model II: The set of M 3D AAR vectors



b array rGCS
kx ,k y ,kz 

i, j

GCS
kx , k y ,kz

ANR of the channel from i -th received to j -th transmitted antenna. Similarly, the
Ri, j

transformed tensor
of
tensors can be expressed as



bi , j rGCS
kx , k y ,kz 

 can be obtained using (31), and the transformed

 vec  R T
1,1


R array 

vec R M ,M
R
T

which is referred to as the ERDF of the array.







T





M R M T M x M y M z

(35)

Figure 6. The Absolute Value of AAR-ERDF Expressed by a Matrix which
Contains the ANR-ERDF of the Sub-channels Sorted by the Operator Vec()
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GCS

Consequently the AAR for an arbitrary scatterers ri
can be expressed
GCS
GCS
GCS
barray  ri   R array  e w  x   ev  y   eu  z GCS 



where
and

eu  x   e

 jxU

,

ev  y   e

 jyV

2
M x x
2
V
M y y
U

,

ew  z   e



(36)

 jzW

 
  M x  1 2,...,  M x  1 2

T

    M y  1 2,...,  M y  1 2 

T

T
2
 
 M z  1 2,...,  M z  1 2

M z z
R
Figure 6 shows the transformed matrix array that contains the energy concentrated
ERDF of all ANR of sub-channels and the effective values of AAR-ERDF is
R
approximately M e 2  13100 . The sparseness of each sub-channel transformed matrix i , j

W

result in that the AAR can also be calculated with the nonzero values as
Me

barray  riGCS    vme  as me ,1  xGCS   bs me ,2  y GCS   cs  me ,3  z GCS 
me

(37)
R
m
where
is the e -th nonzero value in the sparse matrix array and the subscript
R
s  me , k 
stands for the k -th subscript of the corresponding non-zero in the tensor i , j .
We now substitute the ERDF shown in (37) for array responses in the MIMO channel
model (27) and then have
I
 Me



s  χ     i   vme  as me ,1  xi   bs me ,2  yi   cs me ,3  zi    al  ri 
i 1
 me



(38)
Since AAR contains the influence of antenna array structure, the proposed model II
gives a simple formula to analyze its derivatives with respect to the parameters for some
applications, such as gradient based parameter estimation techniques.
vme

4. Experimented Results

Figure 7. Diagram of the Proposed Model used for 3D Channel Simulation
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The proposed models are used to simulate a 3D MIMO scenario given locations and
coefficient of the scatterers (i.e. the set χ ) shown in Figure 7. A rough position of the
scatterers on the surface of the buildings can be achieved as the input parameters of the
proposed models according to propagation geometry environment. Another input is the
ERDF of the environment. The output is the vector expression of channel impulse
M f M R MT 1
response S Pro 
shown in (7).

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Normalized Mean Squared Error in dB of (a) the ANR
Reconstruction and (b) the AAR Reconstruction for different Sampling
Intervals against the Numbers of Effective Values of ERDF
Table 1. The Numbers of Effective Values for ANR and AAR Reconstruction
with Different Sampling Intervals δ for NMSE= -50~-45 [dB]

 1
  0.5
  0.1

ANR-ERDF
60 100
140 160
400 490

AAR-ERDF
4000 4200
1.2 104 1.4 104
1.6 104 2.0 104

As the EADF data of the radiation pattern is stored before use [19], the ERDF can be
saved as known data for the scenarios with layout of the coordinate systems (i.e. GCS,
ACS1, ACS2) being consistent with the requirement of ERDF. The performance of the
proposed model I and model II largely depend on the description of ANR and AAR with
the proposed ERDF. Figure 8 shows the Normalized Mean Squared Error (NMSE) for
different reconstructions at different sampling intervals and with different numbers of
R
effective values of ERDFs. The ERDFs of the transformed tensor R ant and array are
calculated differently with   1 ,   0.5 and   0.1 as (31) and (35) respectively. For a
R
number of the effective values in R ant and array , the ANR and AAR are reconstructed as

(33) and (37) respectively and are then compared to the originals via the NMSE. The
originals of ANR and AAR are obtained using (28) and (29) respectively at all sampling
points. Let B 0 stands for the originals and B r be the reconstructed response, then the
NMSE is calculated as
E  B0  B r 

NMSE  
2


E B0


(39)
Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b) show how the reconstruction errors of ANR and AAR
changes with respect to the numbers of the effective values and sampling intervals
2
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respectively. Both plots show that a smaller sampling interval need a larger number of
effective values at the same NMSE. In other words, a more precise description of the
ANR and AAR needs more effective values to reconstruct the details in 3D space. The
number of the effective values for AAR reconstruction is larger than the number of the
effective values for ANR reconstruction since the AAR contains the influence of antenna
array structure. We focus on the reconstruction errors at 45 ~ 50[dB] , and some results
are illustrated in Table 1. Figure 9 shows the reconstruction errors of ANR and AAR
calculated by (39) for different sampling intervals and is plotted for each sampling points
in the 3D space. Most scatterer locations in the space keep the low errors and the large
errors appear at the edge of the space.

(a)

(b)

(a)

(c)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. Reconstruction Error in dB for each Sampling Points in a 100×100
×40[m3] Space with NMSE = -50~-45 [dB]. Plots (a), (b), (c) for an ANR
Reconstruction Done with δ=1, δ=0.5 and δ=0.1 Respectively and (d), (e) (f)
for a Sub-channel of AAR Reconstruction Done withδ=1, δ=0.5 and δ=0.1
respectively
Table 2. Parameter for Channel Simulation
Number of scatterers

60~72

rT

 30, 10,1

Center frequency

5.2GHz

rR

 0,0, 4

Wideband

200MHz

Mf

256

Time

25s

SNR

20dB

Scenarios
Antennas

100 100  40 [m3 ]

ULA at Tx and Rx side, with 3 elements and 4
elements respectively as vertical dipole

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed models using ERDF, the channel
simulation is based on a geometry-based MIMO channel simulator IlmProp which mimics
most characteristics of typical outdoor real measured channels [29, 30]. By user
interaction of IlmProp, the positions and motions of the scatterers can be set. The
simulator outputs the channel impulse responses of the corresponding synthetic scenario.
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Note that the main principle of the simulator is based on the geometry-based channel
model (6) [28], which we refer to as the reference model.

Figure 10. Simple Dynamic Scenario in a 100×100 ×40[m3] Space with the
Positions of the 72 Scatterers Changing in Time

Figure 11. Amplitudes of the CIRs for a Specific Frequency Bin Plotted in
dB Against Time for the Reference Model (top), Model I (middle) and Model
II (bottom)
In Figure 10, a simple scenario with 72 moving scatterers and two fixed Tx and Rx in a
3
3D space 100 100  40 [m ] is given. The scatterers are moving in time along the
direction represented by arrowed line. The locations and coefficients of all 72 scatterers
(i.e. the set χ ) are random but known as the input parameters for proposed models and the
simulator Ilmprop. The other input parameters are given in Table 2, except the number of
scatterers is 72 here. Then the outputs channel impulse responses (CIRs) generated by the
proposed models and the Ilmprop can be compared. Figure 11 shows the CIRs for a
specific frequency f 0 plotted against time for 25s. The fast-fading characteristic of CIR
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generated by the proposed model I and model II are consistent with the CIR from the
simulator Ilmprop.
In order to assess the models quantitatively, we compute the mutual information (MI)
as a metric for the models. The MI of wideband channel is obtained by averaging over the
frequency domain as [31]
M


1 f
SNR
I (t)   log 2 det  I M R 
H n  t , f m  H nH  t , f m  
B m1
MT


(40)
I
where the sum is calculated over the frequency bins f m  m  f 0  f c . M R denotes the
M R  M R identity matrix, and H n  t , f m  the normalized M R  M T MIMO channel
matrix. The normalization is done such that every time instant is normalized separately as
1
Hn t, fm  
H t, fm 
Mf
2
1
 H t, fm  F
M f m0
(41)
Here, the metric reflects the spatial structure of the channel.

Figure 12. Mutual Information of the Reference vs. the Proposed Models for
256 different Scenarios at a Receive SNR of 20 dB
A number of synthetic scenarios are generated by IlmProp with the setup summarized
in Table 2. The proposed models are used to simulate the scenarios with the same setup.
Pro
Pro
Ilm
Let H stands for the output of IlmProp, H1 and H 2 be the output of the proposed
models. The MIs of the models are calculated as (40). Figure 12 shows the results of the
comparison: scatter plots of the MI of the reference model versus the proposed model for
MIMO are depicted. For each model, a specific marker corresponds to one of the 256
scenarios. We see that the MI of Model I and Model II are consistent with the MI of the
Reference model from the simulator. Thus the proposed models and the conventional
geometry-based model have equivalent performance in the simulation results.
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Figure 13. The Simulation Time Comparison between the Reference Model
and the Proposed Models in Different Sampling Intervals
Figure 13 compare the computation time of the proposed model (34) and (38) with the
reference model (6) for simulating the scenario shown in Figure 10. The scenario
parameters are the same as given in Table 2. The EADF of the reference model and the
ERDF of the proposed model require a re-sampling of the beam pattern and preprocessing. Here both of them is stored as the known data after the pre-processing
calculations. The EADF are stored in a L1  L2 matrix for the reference model (6), where

L1  L2  27 [19]. According to Table 1, the number of effective values of ERDF marked
at the top of the bar ensures a small reconstruction error. Three sampling intervals of the
proposed models are investigated. Using Matlab with Core i3 CPU 3 GHz and 4 GB
RAM, we find that the simulation time is different between the proposed models due to
the different quantities of effective values. However, the computational time of the
proposed models are lower than that of the reference model. Because the reference model
need to transform the scatterers locations to the delay and angular information of a path,
whereas the proposed models can use the scatterers locations to generate the CIRs directly.

5. Summary and Conclusion
This paper chooses the scatterers as parameters to character the 3D MIMO channel. It
is based on the propagation mechanisms and establishes a physical model, taking the
spatial distribution of scatterers and the antenna array structure effects into consideration.
The proposed model I is used for separating the influence of the antenna arrays from the
propagation channel whereas the model II is simpler and more convenient to analyze its
derivatives with respect to the parameters for some applications.
The proposed models allows us to generate channels with all possible scatteres’
distribution on the surface of buildings. As geographical features are stored in the REM
database, ergodic channel simulation method becomes advantageous to comprehend the
channel, such as, a ergodic positioning of the scatterers allows us to find out which
propagation conditions own a desired frequency selectiveness as well as other specific
traits of channel.
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